
An individual may eat up to 

30,000 ants or termites in 

one day.  

This island reptile can live 

over 100 years old.  

The largest and heaviest    

living bird!  

This cat’s long legs are de-

signed for leaping.  

This animal can hop over 

25 feet.  

The wart-like areas on this 

animal’s face provide         

protection.  

This animal has one horn 

and was almost extinct in 

the     beginning of the 20th 

century.  

With the wingspan of 10 

feet, this is the one of the 

largest flying birds alive in 

the world today.  

This endangered antelope 

is well-suited to life in the     

desert.  

This is the largest rodent in 

the world.  

These large tree-dwellers 

are found on the island of        

Sumatra.  

These animals can run over 

60 miles per hour.  
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